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The properties of emulsions stabilized by complexes of silica particles with hexylamine are analyzed. It is shown

that water-in-oil emulsions were obtained only if the hexylamine volume fraction was greater than that of the

silica (Aerosil) volume fraction in the aqueous phase. So, in the case of water-in-oil emulsions, hexylamine is a

completely equivalent co-stabilizer together with silica, rather than just a solid surface modifier. It is assumed that

at high concentrations this short-chain surfactant, together with silica, forms hybrid organic-inorganic particles that

are attached at the oil/water interface and promotes the formation of oil droplets in the water.
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1. Introduction

Solid particles have been recently widely applied alone or together with surfactants for
the stabilization of emulsions [1–8] and foams [9–13]. Solid-stabilized emulsions and foams
differ from classical surfactant-stabilized systems in that they have some specific properties:
(1) extremely high stability; (2) specific rheological properties connected with the structure
formation at the interface and in the liquid continuous phase. Micrometer-sized hollow clusters
(colloidosomes) are obtained from the solid-stabilized drops [14, 15]. Such emulsions are used
as a template for creating nano-microporous materials [16, 17].

Solid particles are considered to be the main stabilizers in an surfactant-solids emulsi-
fying complex, while the surfactant is considered to be a co-stabilizer or modifier. It is usually
assumed that the role of surfactant is to reduce the hydrophobicity the particle’s surface. For
example, cationic surfactants are easily adsorbed at the surface of silica, which is negatively
charged in the presence of water. As a result, the silica particle’s surface is modified by organic
molecules orienting with their hydrophobic hydrocarbon radicals out toward the water. As a re-
sult, the surface charge decreases and the contact angle θ increases. The modified solid particles
are attached more strongly at the interface, forming a compact protective interlayer.

A short-chain surfactant hexylamine was used together with silica to stabilize emulsions
and foams [8, 10–13, 18–21]. Hexylamine adsorption at the silica particle’s surface leads to an
increase in the contact angle of wetting by water [12, 13] and the angle of selective wetting
at the oil/water interface [20, 21] and hence, to an increase in the stability of emulsions and
foams. In the case of emulsions, the growing concentration of hexylamine even leads to a phase
inversion which correlates with the contact angle inversion [20, 21].

Using hexylamine-silica complex, we obtained extremely stable emulsions of both types:
direct (oil-in-water, O/W) and reverse (water-in-oil, W/O) [18, 19]. At higher silica concentra-
tions, the emulsions did not separate, even when sitting for several months [8].
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The aim of this study was to compare the results of applying short-chain (hexylamine)
and long-chain surfactants (cetyltrimethylammonium bromide) as co-stabilizers with solid parti-
cles and to clarify the role of hexylamine in stabilizing the complex.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Materials

Different types of silica were used as solid stabilizer: 1) fumed silica powder – Aerosil
A-200 and A-380 with specific surface area of 200 and 380 m2/g respectively; 2) Ludox HS-
40 – 40 % suspension in water with surface area of 220 m2/g; 3) hydrolytic silica S-3 with the
particle radius 230 nm obtained via the hydrolysis of silicon esters in an alcoholic medium by
the Stober method [22].

The surfactants used as a co-stabilizer were hexylamine and cetyltrimethylammonium
bromide (CTAB).

Distilled water was used as the aqueous phase for the preparation of suspension of silica
and emulsions.

Saturated hydrocarbons (heptane and decane) or diesel fuel were used as the organic
phase for emulsion.

2.2. Preparation and characterization of emulsions

The emulsions were obtained by shaking the organic and aqueous phases containing
silica and surfactant in a test tube. An emulsion was considered to be stable if it did not
separate into distinct phases over the course of a day or more.

2.3. Determination of silica aggregate size

The silica aggregate size was determined by turbidimetric analysis of a 0.1 % aqueous
suspension of silica.

In the case of the turbidimetric method, the optical density D was measured using
a photometer at the analytical wavelength λ = 590 nm and a cuvette length L = 3.011 cm
immediately after shaking. The turbidity τ and characteristic turbidity [τ ] were calculated as
follows:

τ =
2.303D

L
, [τ ] =

τ

υHex
. (1)

A characteristic ϕ (z) [23] was calculated from value [τ ]:

ϕ (z) =
[τ ]λ

α2
, (2)

where α =
3

4π

∣∣∣∣m2 − 1

m2 + 2

∣∣∣∣ is a parameter containing ratio m = nd/nH2O of refractive index of

dispersed phase nd = 1.45 (silica) and medium nH2O = 1.333.
A table in [23] contains pairs of values ϕ (z) and z. We found the theoretical value

ϕ (z)theor nearest to the experimentally obtained value ϕ (z)exp and calculated magnitude z by
formula:

zexp =
ϕ (z)exp · ztheor

ϕ (z)theor

. (3)
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The average radius of the silica aggregate was equal to:

R =
zλ

8π
. (4)

2.4. Determination of hexylamine droplet size

The size of hexylamine droplets dispersed in water was determined via a turbidimetric
method at hexylamine concentrations ranging from 0.003 – 0.151 mol/L.

Optical density D was measured using a photometer at the following values: λ = 340 nm
and L = 3.011 cm immediately after shaking. Characteristic turbidity [τ ], parameters ϕ (z), z
and the average droplet radius of hexylamine were calculated by equations (1) – (4). Refractive
index for hexylamine was accepted nd = 1.375 (as for hexane).

3. Results and discussion

It has been found experimentally that amount of short-chain surfactant like hexylamine
required to form emulsions (in complex with silica) is large enough compared to amount of
long-chain surfactant like CTAB (Table 1). Here, the relative concentration of co-stabilizer ns

(mol/g) was calculated as:

ns =
Cs

CSiO2

,

where Cs is the initial concentration of surfactant, mol/L; CSiO2 is silica concentration, g/L. The
volume fraction of oil during the shaking was equal �oil = 0.5 or �oil = 0.33 for the desired
formation of direct emulsions and �oil = 0.66 for the desired formation of reverse emulsions.

TABLE 1. Comparison of the relative concentrations of hexylamine and CTAB
required to form O/W and W/O emulsions

Type and
concentration of
silica, % (mass)

Type and
volume fraction

of oil

Type and relative concentration
of surfactant ns, mol/g

Lower boundary
of O/W

Lower boundary
of W/O

hexylamine

1% erosil-380 decane, �oil = 0.5 0.002 0.014

2% erosil-380 0.001 0.010

3% erosil-380 3 · 10−4 0.007

CTAB

2% erosil-200
diesel fuel, �oil = 0.33

and �oil = 0.66
5 · 10−7 7 · 10−6

2% Ludox-HS-40 heptane, �oil = 0.5 5 · 10−6 —

3 % S-3
heptane, �oil = 0.33

and �oil = 0.66
1 · 10−6 4.6 · 10−6
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The emulsions O/W and W/O had been achieved at relative concentrations of hexylamine
which were 3 orders of magnitude higher than the relative concentrations of CTAB because the
short-chain hydrophobicizer is required in larger amounts to achieve the definite contact angle
value.

For the silica-CTAB complex, the maximum angle θ was equal to 53 ◦ (the water
receding angle) [7] and the W/O emulsions could be obtained only if the oil volume fraction
was dominant at the CTAB concentration (1 – 5)·10−4 mol/L. At higher concentrations, CTAB
itself stabilizes the O/W emulsion in competition with solids, moreover CTAB forms a second
adsorption layer which is oriented with hydrophilic groups toward the water and the contact
angle again decreases [24]. Therefore, the phase inversion region and even more the W/O
emulsion instability region were not achieved in the case of CTAB.

As for hexylamine, increasing the concentration to ns = 0.004 – 0.014 mol/g (for 1 – 5 %
silica) caused an inversion of the contact angle (from θ < 90 ◦ to θ > 90 ◦) [20] and conversion
from O/W to W/O emulsions. Increasing the hexylamine concentration to ns = 0.01 – 0.02 mol/g
resulted in a contact angle θ value that was approximately 180 ◦ [20] and the W/O emulsions
became instable. Apparently, the second and subsequent adsorption layers of hexylamine on the
silica surface are not oriented. This may explain the increasing contact angle to the point of
practically complete hydrophobicity and loss of emulsion stability.

If CTAB is highly soluble in water, then hexylamine is poorly soluble. In the case of
hexylamine-silica-stabilized emulsions, the aqueous phase is a three-phase system that contains
solid particles of silica and liquid droplets of hexylamine.

When hexylamine and silica concentrations were expressed in terms of volume fractions
in the aqueous phase (taking into account the density of silica 2.2 g/cm3 and of hexylamine
0.766 g/cm3), their magnitudes were comparable (Table 2). Moreover, W/O emulsions were
formed when the volume fraction of hexylamine υHex exceeded the volume fraction of the
solids υSiO2 .

TABLE 2. The boundaries of the emulsion stability region for complex Aerosil-
hexylamine at �oil = 0.5 (decane)

υSiO2, % (vol) υHex, % (vol)

Lower boundary of O/W Phase inversion Upper boundary of W/O

0.5 0.26 1.32− 1.85 2.77

0.9 0.26 1.85− 2.64 4.62

1.4 0.13 1.85− 2.64 5.28

2.3 0.07 1.85− 2.64 6.60

3.3 0.04 2.77− 3.70 6.60

Therefore, in W/O emulsions, hexylamine is a completely equivalent stabilizer together
with silica, rather than simply a solid surface modifier.

Note also that in our experiment, a short-lived W/O emulsion was formed at shaking of
hexylamine-water system with decane. The life-time of such emulsion was only a few seconds,
but it showed a trend: colloidal droplets of hexylamine have the ‘ability’ to stabilize the W/O
emulsion.
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Silica particles with initial sizes of a few nanometers always formed stable aggregates
in powder or in water alone [25]. The average radius of Aerosil A-380 aggregates used in
experiments with hexylamine was 38 ± 5 nm.

As hexylamine is almost insoluble in water, so turbidimetric analysis of the hexylamine-
water binary system was carried out to determine the size of hexylamine droplets dispersed in
water.

There was linear growth of the turbidity of the system from 0.067 to 1.635 cm−1

with increasing concentrations. However, the characteristic turbidity calculation showed that
hexylamine droplet radius remained constant R = 45 ± 8 nm regardless of the concentration
(Fig. 1). The average radius of Aerosil A-380 aggregates, also determined by characteristic
turbidity, was 38±5 nm. Thus, the hexylamine droplet had a similar size to the silica aggregate.

FIG. 1. Radius of hexylamine droplets in hexylamine-water binary system

Thus, the hexylamine-water system is a nanoemulsion. However, this system is not
stable, unlike thermodynamically stable nanoemulsions with very low interfacial tension 10−2 –
10−5 mN/m [26]. Hexylamine constitutes a separate a bulk layer which becomes visible at
a concentration of 0.151 mol/L. Instability of the association arises from the large interfacial
tension between water and hexylamine, approximately 50 mN/m [10].

Accordingly, hexylamine’s role appears to be not only in surface hydrophobization. We
suggest that at high concentrations, this surfactant forms a hybrid organic-inorganic particle
together with silica (Fig. 2) and the attachment of such hybrid particles at the decane/water
interface promotes formation of oil droplets in the aqueous phase.

4. Conclusion

The amount of short-chain hexylamine required to form emulsions together with silica
is large compared to the amount of long-chain surfactant. W/O emulsions were formed when
the volume fraction of hexylamine exceeded that of the solid particles. It is assumed that at
high concentrations, this surfactant and silica form hybrid organic-inorganic ‘particle’ which
promotes the formation of oil droplets in water.
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FIG. 2. Assumed scheme of hybrid particle formed in the ternary system silica-
hexylamine-water at high concentration of hexylamine
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